ATTO Integrates 3-Gb SAS RAID Adapter with the Harris Inscriber® G7™ Broadcast Graphics System

ATTO Technology Announces Integration of 3-Gb SAS RAID Adapter with the Inscriber® G7™ Broadcast Graphics System from Harris Corporation.

May 27, 2008 - PRLyog -- Amherst, NY - ATTO Technology, Inc., a global leader of storage connectivity and infrastructure solutions for data-intensive computing environments, announced today that it will integrate the ATTO ExpressSAS R348, a high-performance 3-Gb SAS RAID adapter, within the Inscriber® G7™ broadcast graphics system from Harris Corporation. Recently introduced at the 2008 National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) convention in Las Vegas, the Inscriber® G7™ is the most advanced HD/SD 3D graphics and animation system available for live-to-air environments.

Supplying the highest available SAS throughput, the ATTO ExpressSAS family of 3-Gb RAID adapters supports data-intensive applications including digital media streaming, tape and backup, rich content delivery and complex databases. Combining ATTO’s unique Advanced Data Streaming (ADS™) Technology with high-performance RAID protection, the ExpressSAS R348 provides Inscriber® G7™ users with enhanced I/O performance while generating complex, real-time 3D graphics and animations in both HD and SD.

The ATTO ExpressSAS R348 is a highly configurable 3-Gb SAS RAID adapter offering users the flexibility to select either four internal and four external ports, or eight internal ports to provide up to 300 MB/sec. throughput performance per port. With the option of connecting SAS, SATA or SATA II storage, the ExpressSAS R348 supports bandwidth intense applications for video editing and broadcast environments, while providing the ability to add RAID protection.

“By bundling the ATTO ExpressSAS RAID adapter with the high-powered Inscriber G7 broadcast system from Harris, users will get enhanced data throughput required for HD live-to-air production,” notes Edward Tierney, director of marketing for ATTO. "The 3-Gb SAS adapter allows Harris to bring a faster and more reliable graphics solution to the broadcast market.”

“Broadcasters today demand the highest possible HD and 3D graphics capabilities, as well as workflow enhancements, and the ATTO ExpressSAS R348 adds a significant edge to our Inscriber G7 system,” says Mike Bernhardt, Director of Product Marketing for Inscriber graphics systems, Harris Broadcast Communications. “By integrating ATTO’s high-performance 3-Gb SAS RAID adapter with the Inscriber® G7™, Harris is able to provide customers with some of the industry’s most powerful graphics creation and playout capabilities.”

About ATTO Technology, Inc.

ATTO Technology, Inc. is a global leader of storage connectivity and infrastructure solutions for data-intensive computing environments. ATTO provides a wide range of end-to-end solutions to help customers’ better store, manage and deliver their data. With a focus toward markets that require higher performance, ATTO manufactures host adapters and RAID adapters, bridges, RAID and virtual tape appliances, and management software. ATTO solutions are based on providing a high level of connectivity to all storage interfaces including SCSI, SATA, Internet SCSI (iSCSI), Gigabit Ethernet, SAS and Fibre Channel. ATTO distributes its products worldwide directly to Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), systems integrators, VARs and authorized distributors. Contact ATTO Technology, Inc. world headquarters, at: 155 CrossPoint Parkway, Amherst, New York 14068; Phone: (716) 691-1999; Fax: (716)
About Harris Corporation

Harris is an international communications and information technology company serving government and commercial markets in more than 150 countries. Headquartered in Melbourne, Florida, the company has annual revenue of more than $5 billion and 16,000 employees — including nearly 7,000 engineers and scientists. Harris is dedicated to developing best-in-class assured communications® products, systems, and services. Additional information about Harris Corporation is available at www.harris.com.

All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies. Product photos are available for download at attotech.com/images.html
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